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SINGULAR HOLOMORPHIC FOLIATIONS BY CURVES. III: ZERO LELONG
NUMBERS
VIEˆT-ANH NGUYEˆN
ABSTRACT. Let F be a holomorphic foliation by curves defined in a neighborhood of 0
in Cn (n ě 2) having 0 as a weakly hyperbolic singularity. Let T be a positive harmonic
current directed by F which does not give mass to any of the n coordinate invariant hy-
perplanes tzj “ 0u. Then we show that the Lelong number of T at 0 vanishes. Moreover,
an application of this local result in the global context is given. We discuss also the relation
between several basic notions such as directed positive harmonic currents, directed posi-
tive ddc-closed currents, Lelong numbers etc. in the framework of singular holomorphic
foliations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The aim of this article is twofold. Its first (but not main) purpose is to revisit the basis
of several fundamental notions in the theory of singular holomorphic foliations such
as: directed positive harmonic currents, directed positive ddc-closed currents, Lelong
numbers etc. The second (but main) purpose of the article to prove the following local
result and apply it to several global contexts.
Theorem 1.1. (Main Theorem) Let F :“ pDn,L , t0uq with n ě 2, be a holomorphic
foliation, which is defined on the unit polydisc Dn and which is associated to the linear
vector field
Φpzq “
nÿ
j“1
λjzj
B
Bzj , z “ pz1, . . . , znq,
where λj are all nonzero complex numbers and there are some 1 ď l ­“ k ď n with λk{λl R R.
Let T be a positive harmonic current directed by F which does not give mass to any of the
n coordinate invariant hyperplanes tzj “ 0u. Then the Lelong number of T at the origin
0 :“ p0, . . . , 0q vanishes.
Note that the hypothesis on the linear vector field means that 0 is an isolated weakly
hyperbolic singularity of F and F has no other singularity.
It is natural to ask how and to what extent the value of the current T near the union
Z :“ Dn X
nď
j“1
tzj “ 0u
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2of the coordinate invariant hyperplanes on Dn affects the conclusion of the Main Theo-
rem. The next result, which gives also a stronger version of the Main Theorem, answers
this question.
Corollary 1.2. Let F be the foliation as in Theorem 1.1 and |F the restriction of F to
DnzZ. Let T be a positive harmonic current on DnzZ directed by |F such that the mass of T
on DnzprDqn is finite for some r P p0, 1q. Then
(1) The mass of T on Dn is finite.
(2) the Lelong number of T at every point of Z vanishes.
Combining Theorem 1.1 and some results of Fornæss–Sibony [17, 19], the following
global picture is obtained for directed positive harmonic currents living on compact com-
plex manifolds.
Theorem 1.3. Let F “ pX,L , Eq be a singular holomorphic foliation with the set of
singularities E in a compact complex manifold X. Assume that
(1) there is no invariant analytic curve;
(2) all the singularities are hyperbolic;
(3) there is no non-constant holomorphic map C Ñ X such that out of E the image of
C is locally contained in a leaf.
Then, for every positive harmonic current T directed by F , T is diffuse and the Lelong
number of T vanishes everywhere in X.
The above theorem and results by Brunella [4], Jouanolou [24] and Lins Neto-Soares
[28], give us the following corollary. It can be applied to every generic foliation in Pn
with a given degree d ą 1.
Corollary 1.4. Let F “ pPn,L , Eq be a singular foliation by Riemann surfaces on the
complex projective space Pn. Assume that all the singularities are hyperbolic and that F has
no invariant algebraic curve. Then for every positive harmonic current T directed by F , T
is diffuse and the Lelong number of T vanishes everywhere in Pn.
It is worthy noting that the above results generalize our previous work [30] to all
dimensions. The last two decades witness many important advances in the theory of
holomorphic foliations by curves on ambient complex surfaces. The reader is invited to
consult the surveys [9, 14, 18, 32, 35] for systematic expositions. Among these surveys,
all except the first one make emphasis on singular holomorphic foliations. The present
work is motivated by these exciting developments. Our distant goal is to try to under-
stand the theory in the general case of higher dimensions. Therefore, one of the first
steps should be to investigate local situations near the singularities of the foliation in
question.
This point of view seems to be fruitful in dimension n “ 2. Indeed, the work of
Fornæss–Sibony [17, 18, 19] initiates the local study of positive harmonic measure near
a hyperbolic singularity in dimension 2. This study is an important tool for further de-
velopments of the theory, see e.g. [12, 13, 19]. A typical feature in dimension 2 is that
the phase spaces are not only simple, but also essentially unique modulo a translation.
This makes the analysis in dimension 2 feasible. Roughly speaking, a phase space Πx is
a domain in C which parametrizes the part of the leaf Lx inside the unit polydisc D
n,
3where x is a point in Dnzt0u (see Section 3 for more details). In fact, in dimension 2
the (unique) phase space is a sector and the behavior of its Poisson kernel determines
the mass-repartition of the positive harmonic currents near the hyperbolic singularty. In
[30] the author revisits this question and obtains a complete behavior of the Poisson
kernel of the phase space. This result plays a vital role in the author’s several subsequent
developments [31, 33] when he studies the Lyapunov exponent of singular holomorphic
foliations living on complex surfaces.
Unfortunately, in higher dimension n ą 2, the geometry of phase spaces Πx is not
simple as well as not unique any more. As we will see in Section 3, Πx is a convex mpxq-
gon, where the integer mpxq varies between 2 and n. Moreover, Πx may be bounded or
unbounded. The Poisson kernels of these phase spaces are difficult to study. Although
they are all conformally equivalent to the unit disc D by a Schwarz-Christoffel mapping
(see e.g. [15]), this tentative attempt turns out to be not realistic. Indeed, we have,
in principle, Schwarz-Christoffel formula in order to compute this mapping and hence
the Poisson kernel of Πx. But this formula is useful only when we understand very well
the shape of the phase space in question, and even if it is the case, when n is large, the
formula only gives us a small information on the Poisson kernel of the domain Πx near
its boundary. However, the shape of Πx changes drastically in terms of x P Dnzt0u, in
particular, when x approaches the coordinate hyperplanes. Therefore, this formula alone
does not work.
Our main idea is to use the comparison principle of Poisson kernels and to combine
it with the complete behavior of Poisson kernel in dimension 2 provided by [30] and
Schwarz-Christoffel formula. The comparison principle of Poisson kernels is a well-
known technique in Harmonic Analysis where it often applies to bounded smooth do-
mains. In the present work, the principle applies to phase spaces which are, in general,
neither smooth nor bounded. We do not obtain a complete behavior of the Poisson ker-
nel of the phase spaces as in dimension 2, but instead we get their asymptotic behavior
which suffices for our purpose. We hope that the techniques developed in this work will
be useful in many other problems.
The article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we strengthen the basis of the theory of
singular holomorphic foliations and set up the background of the article. So this section
fulfills the first purpose of this article. The rest of the article is devoted to the second
(and main) purpose. More specifically, Section 3 studies the geometry of a singular flow
box. Here, we will see that the phase spaces as well as other related objects encountered
in dimension n ą 2 are much more complicated to understand than those in dimension
n “ 2. Our main estimates are developed in Section 4 which are the core of the work.
The proofs of Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.2 will be provided in Section 5. The proofs of
Theorem 1.3 and Corollary 1.4 will be given in Section 6. The article is concluded with
some remarks and open questions.
Notation. Throughout the paper,
‚ D denote the unit disc in C, and for r ą 0, rD denotes the disc of center 0 and of
radius r.
‚ For an open set Ω Ă C, BΩ denotes the topological boundary of Ω and PΩ denotes
its Poisson kernel.
4‚ Leb1 (resp. Leb2) denotes the one-dimensional (resp. two-dimensional) Lebesgue
measure.
‚ The letters c, c1, c2, c0, c1, c2 etc. denote positive constants, not necessarily the
same at each occurrence.
‚ The notation& and.means inequalities up to a multiplicative constant, whereas
we write « when both inequalities are satisfied.
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2. BACKGROUND
In this section we fulfill the first (not main) purpose of this work. Namely, we revisit the
background of the theory of singular holomorphic foliations emphasizing the relations
between some basic notions such as directed positive harmonic currents, directed positive
ddc-closed currents etc. The survey [34] gives a unified treatment in a more general
context of a lamination which is holomorphically immersed in a complex manifold. See
also the survey [18] for the original discussion of these notions.
2.1. Positive ddc-closed currents and Lelong number. Let X be a complex manifold
of dimension n. We fix an atlas of X which is locally finite. Up to reducing slightly the
charts, we can assume that the local coordinate system associated to each chart is defined
on a neighbourhood of the closure of this chart. For 0 ď p, q ď k and l P N, denote by
D
p,q
l pXq the space of pp, qq-forms of class C l with compact support in X, and Dp,qpXq
their intersection for l P N. If α is a pp, qq-form on X, denote by }α}C l the sum of the
C l-norms of the coefficients of α in the local coordinates. These norms induce a topology
on Dp,ql pXq and Dp,qpXq. In particular, a sequence αj converges to α in Dp,qpXq if these
forms are supported in a fixed compact set and if }αj ´ α}C l Ñ 0 for every l.
A pp, qq-current on X (or equivalently, a current of bidegree pp, qq, or equivalently, a
current of bidimension pn ´ p, n´ qq) is a continuous linear form T on Dn´p,n´qpXq with
values in C.
A pp, pq-form on X is positive if it can be written at every point as a combination with
positive coefficients of forms of type
iα1 ^ α1 ^ . . .^ iαp ^ αp
where the αj are p1, 0q-forms. A pp, pq-current or a pp, pq-form T on X is weakly positive if
T ^ϕ is a positive measure for any smooth positive pn´ p, n´ pq-form ϕ. A pp, pq-current
T is positive if T ^ ϕ is a positive measure for any smooth weakly positive pn´ p, n´ pq-
form ϕ. If X is given with a Hermitian metric β and T is a positive pp, pq-current on X,
T ^ βn´p is a positive measure on X. The mass of T ^ βn´p on a measurable set A is
denoted by }T }A and is called the mass of T on A. The mass }T } of T is the total mass of
T ^ βn´p on X.
A pp, pq-current on X is closed if dT “ 0 in the weak sense (namely, T pdαq “ 0 for
every test form α P Dn´p,n´p´1pXq‘Dn´p´1,n´ppXq). A pp, pq-current on X is ddc-closed if
ddcT “ 0 in the weak sense (namely, T pddcαq “ 0 for every form α P Dn´p´1,n´p´1pXq).
5Let T be a positive ddc-closed current on X. A fundamental theorem of Skoda [39]
says that the Lelong number of T at a point x P X, defined by
(2.1) LpT, xq :“ lim
rÑ0`
1
πk´pr2pk´pq
ż
Bpx,rq
T ^ pddc}z}2qk´p.
always exists and is finite non-negative. Here, we identify, through a local coordinate
z, a neighborhood of x in X to an open neighborhood of 0 in Cn, and Bpx, rq is thus
identified with the Euclidean ball in Cn with center 0 and radius r. In fact, Siu [38, 6]
shows that when T is a positive closed current, the Lelong number LpT, xq is independent
of the choice of local coordinates near x. The same result for positive ddc-closed currents
is proved by Alessandrini–Bassanelli [2].
The next simple result allows for extending positive ddc-closed currents of bidimension
p1, 1q through isolated points.
Theorem 2.1. (Dinh-Nguyen-Sibony [10, Lemma 2.5], Fornæss-Sibony-Wold [20, Lemma
17]) Let T be a positive current of bidimension p1, 1q with compact support on a complex
manifold X. Assume that ddcT is a negative measure on XzE where E is a finite set. Then
T is a positive ddc-closed current on X.
When the support of T is not compact, we only have the following local mass finiteness.
Theorem 2.2. (Alessandrini–Bassanelli [1]) Let T be a positive current of bidimension
p1, 1q outside a single point x on a complex manifold X. Then the mass of T is finite near x.
2.2. Singular holomorphic foliations and hyperbolic singularities. Let X be a com-
plex manifold of dimension n. A holomorphic foliation (by Riemann surfaces, or equiva-
lently, by curves) F “ pX,L q on X is the data of a foliation atlas with foliated charts
Φp : Up Ñ Bp ˆ Tp.
Here, Tp and Bp are domains in C
n´1 and in C respectively, Up is a domain in X, and Φp
is biholomorphic, and all the changes of coordinates Φp ˝ Φ´1q are of the form
x “ py, tq ÞÑ x1 “ py1, t1q, y1 “ Ψpy, tq, t1 “ Λptq.
The open set Up is called a flow box and the Riemann surface Φ
´1
p tt “ cu in Up with
c P Tp is a plaque. The property of the above coordinate changes insures that the plaques
in different flow boxes are compatible in the intersection of the boxes. Two plaques are
adjacent if they have non-empty intersection.
A leaf L is a minimal connected subset of X such that if L intersects a plaque, it
contains that plaque. So a leaf L is a Riemann surface immersed in X which is a union
of plaques. A leaf through a point x of this foliation is often denoted by Lx. A transversal
is a complex submanifold of codimension 1 in X which is transverse to the leaves of F .
A holomorphic foliation with singularities is the data F “ pX,L , Eq, where X is a
complex manifold, E a closed subset of X and pXzE,L q is a holomorphic foliation.
Each point in E is said to be a singular point, and E is said to be the set of singularities
of the foliation. We always assume that XzE “ X, see e.g. [10, 18, 32, 35] for more
details.
Consider a holomorphic foliation F “ pX,L , Eq and an isolated point x of E. We
say that a x is linearizable if there is a (local) holomorphic coordinates system of X
on an open neighborhood U of x on which F |Ux “ pUx,L |Ux , txuq is identified with
6xF :“ pDn, xL , t0uq and the leaves of xF are, under this identification, integral curves of a
linear vector field
Φpzq “
nÿ
j“1
λjzj
B
Bzj , z “ pz1, . . . , znq,
where λj are some nonzero complex numbers. Such neighborhood Ux is called a singular
flow box of x. xF “ pDn, xL , t0uq is called a local model of the linearizable singularity x.
Definition 2.3. Let x P E a linearizable singular point of F as above.
‚ We say that is x is weakly hyperbolic if there are some 1 ď j ­“ k ď n with
λj{λk R R.
‚ We say that x is hyperbolic if λj{λk R R for all 1 ď j ­“ k ď n.
2.3. Positive harmonic currents and directed positive ddc-closed currents. Let F “
pX,L , Eq be a singular holomorphic foliation on a complex manifold X of dimension n.
A (directed) pp, qq-form) on F can be seen on the flow box U » B ˆ T as a pp, qq-form
on B depending on the parameter t P T. For 0 ď p, q ď 1, denote by Dp,ql pF q the space of
pp, qq-form f with compact support in XzE satisfying the following property: f restricted
to each flow box U » Bˆ T is a pp, qq-form of class C l on the plaques whose coefficients
and all their derivatives up to order l depend continuously on the plaque. The norm }¨}C l
on this space is defined as in the case of manifold using a locally finite atlas of F . We
also define Dp,qpF q as the intersection of Dp,ql pF q for l ě 0. In particular, a sequence
fj converges to f in D
p,qpF q if these forms are supported in a fixed compact set of XzE
and if }fj ´ f}C l Ñ 0 for every l. A (directed) current of bidegree pp, qq (or equivalently,
of bidimension p1´ p, 1´ qq) on F is a continuous linear form on the space D1´p,1´qpF q
with values in C. We often write for short DpF q instead of D0pF q.
A form α P D1,1pF q is said to be positive if its restriction to every plaque is a positive
p1, 1q-form in the usual sense.
Definition 2.4. Let T be a directed current of bidimension p1, 1q on F .
‚ T is said to be positive if T pfq ě 0 for all positive forms f P D1,1pF q.
‚ T is said to be closed if dT “ 0 in the weak sense (namely, T pdfq “ 0 for all directed
forms f P D1pF q).
‚ T is said to be harmonic if ddcT “ 0 in the weak sense (namely, T pddcfq “ 0 for all
functions f P DpF q).
We have the following decomposition.
Proposition 2.5. (see e.g. [10, Propositions 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3]) Let T be a directed har-
monic current on F . Let U » Bˆ T be a flow box which is relatively compact in X.
(1) (Existence) Then, there is a positive Radon measure ν on T and for ν-almost every
t P T, there is a harmonic function ht on B such that if K is compact in B, the
integral
ş
K
}ht}L1pKqdνptq is finite and
T pαq “
ż
T
` ż
B
htpyqαpy, tq
˘
dνptq
for every form α P D1,1pF q compactly supported on U.
7(2) (Uniqueness) If ν 1 and h1t are associated with another decomposition of T in U, then
there is a measurable function θ ą 0 on a measurable subset T1 Ă T such that ht “ 0
for ν-almost every t R T1, h1t “ 0 for ν 1-almost every t R T1, and ht “ θptqh1t for ν
and ν 1-almost every t P T1.
(3) If moreover, T is positive, then for ν-almost every t P T, the harmonic function ht is
positive on B.
(4) If moreover, T is closed, then for ν-almost every t P T, the harmonic function ht is
constant on B.
Definition 2.6. A directed positive harmonic current T on F “ pX,L , Eq is said to be
diffuse if for any decomposition of T in any flow box U » BˆT as in Proposition 2.5, the
measure ν has no mass on each single point of the transversal T.
For x P XzE, let jx : Lx ãÑ X be the canonical injective immersion from Lx into X.
The aggregate of the pull-back via jx of each test form α P D1,1pXzEq defines a form in
D1,1pF q denoted by j˚α. So we obtain a canonical restriction map
j˚ : D1,1pXzEq Ñ D1,1pF q given by α ÞÑ j˚α.
We see easily that the image I of j˚ is dense in D1,1pF q.
The original notions of directed positive ddc-closed currents for singular holomorphic
foliations (resp. for singular laminations which are holomorphically immersed in a com-
plex manifold) with a small set of singularities were introduced by Berndtsson-Sibony
[3] and Fornæss-Sibony [17, 18]) respectively. In [35] we give another notion of di-
rected positive ddc-closed currents for singular Riemann surface laminations which are
holomorphically immersed in a complex manifold. Our notion coincides with the previ-
ous ones when the lamination is C 2-transversally smooth, this condition is automatically
fulfilled when F is a singular holomorphic foliation. The advantage of our notion is that
it is relevant even when the set of singularities is not small. We recall our definition in
the present context of singular holomorphic foliations.
Definition 2.7. Let F “ pX,L , Eq be a singular holomorphic foliation. A directed posi-
tive ddc-closed current (resp. a directed positive closed current) onF is a positive ddc-closed
current T (resp. a positive closed current T ) of bidimension p1, 1q on X such that the
following properties (i)-(ii) are satisfied:
(i) T does not give mass to E, i.e. the mass }T }E of T on E is zero;
(ii) T is a directed positive harmonic current (resp. a directed positive closed current)
on F in the sense of Definition 2.4.
Moreover, we say that T is diffuse if it is diffuse in the sense of Definition 2.6 as a directed
positive harmonic current (resp. a directed positive closed current) on F .
Remark 2.8. When E “ ∅, property (i) of Definition 2.7 is trivially satisfied and propert
(ii) says that a directed positive ddc-closed current T may be regarded as a positive
hatmonic current. The converse statement (when E “ ∅) is also true, see Subsection 2.4
below,
Remark 2.9. Property (ii) of Definition 2.7 means the following two properties (ii-a)-(ii-
b):
8(ii-a) xT, αy “ xT, βy for α, β P D1,1pXzEq such that j˚α “ j˚β; so the currentrT : I Ñ C given by xrT , j˚αy :“ xT, αy for α P D1,1pXzEq,
is well-defined;
(ii-b) the current rT defined in (ii-a) can be uniquely extended from I to D1,1pF q by
continuity (as I is dense in D1,1pF q) to a current pT of order zero, and pT is a
directed positive harmonic current (resp. directed positive closed current) on F
in the sense of Definition 2.4.
Property (ii-b) holds automatically since T is a positive ddc-closed current (resp. positive
closed current) on M. So property (ii) is equivalent to the single property (ii-a). If there
is no confusion, we often denote rT and pT simply by T.
As an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.5 and Definition 2.7, we obtain the
following characterization of directed positive ddc-closed currents directed by a singular
holomorphic foliation.
Proposition 2.10. Let F “ pX,L , Eq be a singular holomorphic foliation and T a positive
ddc-closed current (resp. a positive closed current) of bidimension p1, 1q on X. Then T is a
directed positive ddc-closed current (resp. a directed positive closed current) on F if and
only if the following properties (i)-(ii)’ are satisfied:
(i) T does not give mass to E, i.e. the mass }T }E of T on E is zero;
(ii)’ For any flow box U » B ˆ T which is relatively compact in X, T there is a positive
Radon measure ν on T and for ν-almost every t P T, there is a harmonic function ht
on B such that if K is compact in B, the integral
ş
K
}ht}L1pKqdνptq is finite and
T pαq “
ż
T
` ż
B
htpyqαpy, tq
˘
dνptq
for every form α P D1,1pXq compactly supported on U.
Moreover, if T is positive ddc-closed current (resp. positive closed current), then for ν-almost
every t P T, the harmonic function ht is positive on B (resp. the harmonic function ht is
constant on B).
2.4. Lelong number of positive harmonic currents. Let F “ pX,L , Eq be a singular
holomorphic foliation and T a positive harmonic current. By Proposition 2.5 (1), we see
that
T 1pαq :“ T pj˚αq for α P D1,1pXzEq
is a positive ddc-closed current of bidimension p1, 1q on XzE. In fact, Remark 2.8 says
that outside the singularities, directed positive ddc-closed currents coincide with positive
harmonic currents. In other words, T 1 may be canonically identified with T outside E.
The mass of T on a (measurable) set A, denoted by }T }A, is the mass of T (as a positive
ddc-closed current) on AzE. The mass }T } of T is the total mass of T on X.
For every x P XzE, we can define
(2.2) LpT, xq :“ LpT 1, xq,
where the right-hand side is given by (2.1) with p “ n´ 1.
9For x P E, we cannot use (2.1) immediately because T may not be extended through
an open neighborhood of x as a positive ddc-closed current. However, following the
model formula (2.1) we still define
(2.3) LpT, xq :“ lim sup
rÑ0`
1
πr2
ż
Bpx,rqzE
T ^ pddc}z}2q P R` Y t8u.
as the Lelong nummber of T at x. Here, we identify, through a local coordinate z, a
neighborhood of x inX to an open neighborhood of 0 in Cn, and Bpx, rq is thus identified
with the Euclidean ball in Cn with center 0 and radius r. A priori, the Lelong number
LpT, xq may depend on the choice of local coordinates near x. However, it is easy to
check that if LpT, xq is equal to either 0 or 8, then it is independent of local coordinates
near x.
Example 2.11. Let F :“ pD2,L , t0uq be a singular holomorphic foliation associated to a
linear vector field in D2. Consider the current T pzq :“ ´ log |z2|rz1 “ 0s for z “ pz1, z2q P
D2zt0u. Here rz1 “ 0s is the current of integration on the complex line tz1 “ 0u. We can
check that T is a positive harmonic current for F , but νpT, 0q “ 8. In fact, the simple
extension pT of T through t0u satisfies ddc pT “ ´δ0, where δ0 is the Dirac mass et the
origin. So pT is positive, but not ddc-closed.
2.5. Green function and Poisson kernel.
Definition 2.12. Let Ω Ă C be either a (not necessarily bounded) convex polygon or a
C 2-smooth bounded domain. The diagonal ∆ of Ω is the set tpζ, ζq : ζ P Ωu Ă Ω ˆ Ω. A
function G : pΩˆ Ωqz∆Ñ R is the Green’s function on Ω if:
(1) for each fixed ζ P Ω the function Gpζ, ξq ` 1
2π
log |ξ ´ ζ | is harmonic as a function
of ξ P Ω (even at the point ζ);
(2) Gpζ, ξq|ξPBΩ “ 0 for each fixed ζ P Ω.
Let Nor “ NorΩ represent the unit outward normal vector field on BΩ. The following
classical result gives the Poisson kernel of bounded smooth domains in C (see e.g. [25]).
Proposition 2.13. Let Ω be a C 2-smooth bounded domain. Then
(1) There is a unique Green function G on Ω.
(2) Let the Poisson kernel on Ω be the function
P pζ, ξq “ PΩpζ, ξq :“ ´NorξGpζ, ξq for ζ P Ω, ξ P BΩ.
If u P C pΩq is harmonic on Ω, then
upζq “
ż
BΩ
P pζ, ξqupξqdLeb1pξq for ζ P Ω.
Here, dLeb1 is the 1-dimensional Lebesgue measure on BΩ.
3. GEOMETRY OF SINGULAR FLOW BOXES
Let U be an open neigborhood of the closed n-unit polydisc D
n
. Consider the foliation
F “ pU,L , t0uqwhich is the restriction to U of the foliation associated to the vector field
(3.1) Φpzq “
nÿ
j“1
λjzj
B
Bzj , z P C
n,
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with λj P C˚. The foliation is singular at the origin. We often call F a local model of a
linearizable singularity.
Write λj “ aj` ibj with aj , bj P R. For x “ px1, . . . , xnq P Uzt0u, define the holomorphic
map ϕx : C Ñ Cnzt0u by
(3.2) ϕxpζq :“
´
x1e
λ1ζ , . . . , xne
λnζ
¯
for ζ P C.
It is easy to see that ϕxpCq is the integral curve of Φ which contains ϕxp0q “ x. The leaf
of F through x is given by Lx :“ ϕxpCq X U.
Write ζ “ u` iv with u, v P R. For j “ 1, . . . , k, let Hx,j be the open half-plane defined
by
Hx,j :“ tζ “ u` iv P C : ´aju` bjv ´ log |xj | ą 0u “ tζ P C : |ϕxpζqj| ă 1u,
where ϕxpζqj is the j-th coordinate of ϕxpζq P Cn. The phase space of a point x P Dnzt0u
is the domain Πx :“ ϕ´1x pDnq in C. Observe that
(3.3) Πx “
nč
j“1
Hx,j.
So, Πx is a convex polygon which is not necessarily bounded. When t0u is a weakly hyper-
bolic singularity, there are at least two edges of Πx which are not parallel. In particular
when n “ 2 and t0u is a weakly hyperbolic singularity, the geometry of phase spaces are
very simple: Πx is a sector and for every y P Dnzt0u, there is a unique translation Tx,y on
the plane such that Πy “ Tx,ypΠxq.
For x P Dnzt0u consider
Lx :“ ϕxpΠxq “ Lx X Dn.
In particular, it is a leaf of the restriction foliation F |Dn , where F |Dn :“ pDn,L |Dn, t0uq.
We use the standard Euclidean metric dist on C, that is, for ζ, ξ P C and for A,B Ă C,
distpζ, ξq :“ |ζ ´ ξ| and distpA,Bq :“ inf
ζPA,ξPB
distpζ, ξq.
For ζ P Πx and for 1 ď j ď n, let distx,jpζq be the distance from ζ to the real line BHx,j.
So
distx,jpζq :“ distpζ, BHx,jq “ |λj |´1
ˇˇ´ aju` bjv ´ log |xj |ˇˇ.
Note that Πx contains 0 since ϕxp0q “ x. Moreover, for x P Dn,
distp0, BΠxq “ min
!
´ log |x1||λ1| , . . . ,´
log |xn|
|λn|
)
.
For each x P Dn and ζ P Πx, there is a permutation tk1, . . . , knu of t1, . . . , nu such that
|λk1 |distx,k1pζq ď |λk2 |distx,k2pζq ď . . . ď |λkn |distx,knpζq.
Define
(3.4) distxpζq :“ 1` |λk1|distx,k1pζq and dist‹xpζq :“ 1` |λkn |distx,knpζq.
So
(3.5)
min
1ďkďn
|λk|distpx, BΠxq “ distxpζq ´ 1 ď max
1ďkďn
|λk|distpx, BΠxq and distxpζq ď dist‹xpζq.
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Observe that when the ratio λi{λj are not all rational and all the coordinates of x do
not vanish, ϕx : Πx Ñ Lx is bijective and hence Lx is simply connected. Otherwise, when
the ratios λi{λj are all rational, all the leaves of F |Dn are closed submanifolds of Dkzt0u
and are biholomorphic to annuli.
Let I denote the quotient of pDzt0uqn by the equivalence relation x „ y if Lx “ Ly for
x, y P pDzt0uqn. Let rxs be the class of x in this equivalence relation. Let π : pDzt0uqn Ñ I
by the canonical projection given by πpxq :“ rxs, x P pDzt0uqn. We endow I with the
complex structure induced from Cn.
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that t0u is weakly hyperbolic. Then:
(1) I is a complex manifold of dimension n´1. In particular, when n “ 2, I is a complex
torus of dimension 1.
(2) For every point x P pDzt0uqn, there is a neighborhood Ux of x such that Ux is a
flow box Ux » Bx ˆ Tx and that the restriction π|Tx of π on the transversal Tx is
biholomorphic onto its image which is open subset of I. In other words, π is locally
biholomorphic in the transveral direction.
Proof. We only need to prove the following
Fact. For every x P pDzt0uqn and every ǫ ą 0, there is a neighborhood Ux,ǫ of x in pDzt0uqn
such that if y, z P Ux,ǫ and y „ z, then there is ζ P C such that |ζ | ă ǫ and z “ ϕypζq, where
ϕy is defined in (3.2).
Indeed, taking the fact for granted and shrinking U if necessary, we may assume that
U is a flow box BˆT. Consider the restriction π|Ux,ǫ : Ux,ǫ Ñ I.We deduce from from the
fact that the restriction π|T of π|Ux,ǫ to T is homemorphic onto its image which is open
subset of I. The assertions of the lemma follow modulo the above fact.
To prove the fact, we infer from y „ z that there is a ζ P C such that z “ ϕypζq.
Since t0u is a weakly hyperbolic singularity, there are l, l1 with 1 ď l ă l1 ď n such that
t :“ λ1l{λl R R. Write t “ a ` ib, with a, b P R and b ­“ 0. We choose a neighborhood
Ux,ǫ ⋐ pDzt0uqn so that
|yj ´ xj |
|xj | ď ǫ
2 for y “ py1, . . . , ynq P Ux,ǫ, 1 ď j ď n.
We infer from the above inequalities that for ǫ ą 1 small enough,
|zj ´ yj|
|yj| ! ǫ for 1 ď j ď n.
Therefore, there are k, k1 P Z such that
|λl1ζ ´ 2πk1| ! ǫ and |λlζ ´ 2πk| ! ǫ.
So |tk ´ k1| ă ǫ. Hence, |k| ă |b|´1ǫ.
When ǫ ă minp|b|´1, 1q, we deduce from k, k1 P Z that k “ k1 “ 0. Hence, the fact
follows.

Lemma 3.2. By shrinking U if necessary, there is a Borel subset X Ă pDzt0uqn with the
following properties:
(1) For every x “ px1, . . . , xnq P X, there are two index 1 ď j ă l ď n such that |xj | “ 1
and |xl| “ 1.
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(2) The natural projection from X to I is bijective.
(3) For x, y P X with x ­“ y, Lx and Ly are disjoint.
(4) The the union of Lx x P X is equal to pDzt0uqn.
Proof. To each x P pDzt0uqn, we associate a finite subset S pxq Ă pDzt0uqn as follows:
y P S pxq if and only if y „ x and there are at least two index 1 ď j ă l ď n such that
|yj| “ 1 and |yl| “ 1.
Observe that if x „ x1 then S pxq “ S px1q and if S pxq X S px1q ­“ ∅ then x „ x1.
Moreover, we have the following geometric interpretation: y P S pxq if and only if y “
ϕxpζq, where ζ is a vertex of the convex polygone Πx. So S pxq is a finite set.
On the other hand, the weak hyperbolicity of the single singularity t0u implies that for
every x P pDzt0uqn, there are at least two lines among n lines Hx,j which are not parallel.
Suppose that they are BHx,l and BHx,l1. So the convex polygone Πx admits at least one
finite vertex. Moreover, this vertex is either the intersection of BHx,l and BHx,l1, or the
intersection of one of them with another line BHx,j. Hence S pxq ­“ ∅.
The weak hyperbolicity of the single singularity t0u implies also that for y, z P pDzt0uqn
with y „ x, z „ x, if |yj| “ |zj | for all 1 ď j ď n, then y “ z. Indeed, write y “ ϕxpζq and
z “ ϕxpξq for some ζ, ξ P Πx. We infer from |yj| “ |zj | that distpζ, BHx,jq “ distpξ, BHx,jq.
This equality for j “ l and j “ l1, coupled with the fact that BHx,l and BHx,l1 are not
parallel and ζ, ξ P Πx, implies that ζ “ ξ. So y “ z as asserted.
Therefore, we order the elements of S pxq using a lexicographical order. More specif-
ically, for y, z P S pxq we say that y ą z if and only if there is an index 1 ď j ď n such
that |yk| “ |zk| for all k ă j and |yj| ą |zj |. Let x˚ be the greatest element of S pxq with
respect to this total order. Let
X :“  x˚ : x P pDzt0uqn( .
We can check all properties of the lemma. 
The following result is one of the main ingredients in the proofs of Theorem 1.1 and
Corollary 1.2.
Lemma 3.3. Let T be a positive harmonic current T directed by F on pDzt0uqn such that
the mass of T on Dnzpr0Dqn is finite for some r0 P p0, 1q. Then there is a positive measure
ν on X and positive harmonic functions h˜x on Lx for µ-almost every x P X such that in
pDzt0uqn
T “
ż
X
Txdνpxq, where Tx :“ hxrrLxs.
Moreover, the mass of Tx on D
nzpr0Dqn is 1 for ν-almost every x P X.
Proof. Suppose without loss of generality that T is defined on a neighborhood U of
pDzt0uqn as in Lemma 3.2. By Lemma 3.1, the map π which associates to a point in
Lx the image rxs in I is a holomorphic map and T is directed by the fibers of π. We re-
gard π : pDzt0uqn Ñ I as a simple foliation xF whose leaves are Lxˆtxu, rxs P I. Applying
Proposition 2.5 to T in this context, we obtain the following decomposition of T. There is
a positive measure ν 1 on X and positive harmonic functions h˜x on rLx for µ-almost every
x P X such that in a neigborhood of Dn
(3.6) T “
ż
X
Txdν
1prxsq, where Tx :“ h˜xrLxs.
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Since we know by Lemma 3.2 that the restriction of π to the Borel set X is Borel measur-
able bijective map, we define a measure ν on X as follows:
νpAq “ ν 1pπpAqq for any Borel set A Ă X.
Consequently, the above decomposition of T can be rewritten as
T “
ż
X
Txdνpxq, where Tx :“ h˜xrLxs.
Finally, since T may be regarded as a positive ddc-closed current on an open neighbor-
hood of pDz1
2
Dqn, the mass of T on the latter set is finite. Therefore, we multiply ν by a
suitable positive function θpxq and divide h˜x by θpxq in order to assume that the mass of
Tx on D
nzpr0Dqn is 1 for µ-almost every x P X. This completes the proof of the lemma.
For the sake of completeness, we give here an alternative argument which permit us
to get the decomposition (3.6) directly without using Proposition 2.5. Observe that if α
is any smooth form of degree 1 or 2 on I, then T ^ π˚pαq “ 0.
Consider the family F of all positive ddc-closed p1, 1q-currentsR onUwhich are vertical
in the sense that R ^ π˚pαq “ 0 for any smooth form α of degree 1 or 2 on I.
Claim. If S is any current in F and u is a smooth positive function on I, then pu ˝ πqS
also belongs to F .
Indeed, it is clear that pu ˝ πqS is positive and vertical. The only point to check is that
pu ˝ πqS is ddc-closed.
Define u˜ :“ u˝π. Since S is ddc-closed, we have ddcS “ 0.Moreover, as S is vertical, we
also get that du˜^ S “ 0 and dcu˜^ S “ 0 and ddcu˜^ S “ 0. Therefore, a straightforward
calculation gives
ddcpu˜Sq “ dpdcu˜^ Sq ´ dcpdu˜^ Sq ´ ddcu˜^ S ` u˜ddcS “ 0,
which proves the claim.
It follows from the claim that every extremal element in F is supported by a fiber of
π which is biholomorphic to a convex polygon in C. A positive ddc-closed current on a
Riemann surface is defined by a positive harmonic function. We conclude that every
extremal element in F is of the form h˜xrLxs, where Lx is the currents of integration
on the fiber Lx of π and h˜x is a positive harmonic function on Lx. The set of all posi-
tive ddc-closed vertical currents S P F such that }S}Dnzpr0Dqn “ 1 is a convex compacts
set. Therefore, by Choquet’s representation theorem, S is an average of those extremal
currents. The decomposition (3.6) follows. 
Remark 3.4. We will see later on that the mass of T on Dn is finite. Hence, we can even
assume that the mass of Tx in D
n is 1 for ν-almost every x P X.
For ν-almost every x P X, consider the function hx : Πx Ñ R` given by
(3.7) hxpζq :“ h˜xpϕxpζqq for ζ P Πx.
So hx is a positive harmonic function on Πx. For x P Dn, let Pxp¨, ¨q be the Poisson kernel
of Πx, that is, Px :“ PΠx. For x P X and r ą 0 consider the following (eventually empty)
sub-domain of Πx :
(3.8) Πrx :“ tζ P Πx : distpζ, BΠxq ą ru .
Note that Πrx is an (eventually empty) polygon whose edges are parallel to some edges
of Πx.
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Definition 3.5. For x P X let Π1x :“ ϕ´1x pUq. Since Dn ⋐ U, we see that there is r1 ą 0
such that for every x P X, if Πx does not contain a disc of radius r1, then P1x contains a
disc of radius r1.
Let X1 be the set of all x P X such that the polygon Πx is unbounded and Πx contains
a disc of radius r1,
Remark 3.6. If Πx contains a disc of radius r1, then Π
r1
x ­“ ∅. Roughly speaking, the fact
that the convex polygon Πx contains a disc of radius r1 means that Πx is non-degenerate
(i.e., not so thin). In Section 4, we can obtain good estimates on Poisson kernel only for
non-degenerate Πx.
If x P XzX1, then either Πx is bounded, or Πx is unbounded and Πx does not contain a
disc of radius r1. In the latter case, the definition of r1 implies that P
1
x contains a disc of
radius r1. This means that by passing from Πx to Π
1
x if necessary, we may assume that for
every x P X, either Πx is bounded or Πx is unbounded and non-degenerate.
Lemma 3.7. For ν-almost every x P X, the following properties hold.
(1) The function hx is the Poisson integral of its boundary values, that is,
hxpζq “
ż
BΠx
Pxpζ, ξqhxpξqdLeb1pξq.
(2) There is a constant c ą 0 independent of x P X such thatż
ξPBΠx
hxpξqdLeb1pξq ă c.
Proof. Proof of assertion (1). We only consider x P X such that the mass of Tx on
Dnzpr0Dqn is 1. By Lemma 3.3, ν-almost every x P X, satisfies this condition. By def-
inition, the mass of Tx in D
nzpr0Dqn is the mass of the following positive measure in
Dnzpr0Dqn:
Tx ^ pidz1 ^ dz¯1 ` . . .` idzn ^ dz¯nq “ h˜xpzqpidz1 ^ dz¯1 ` . . .` idzn ^ dz¯nq ^ rLxs.
Using the parametrization (3.2) of Lx by Πx,we get that the mass of this measure is equal
to the one of its pull-back to Πx. Using (3.7) and writing ζ “ u` iv, the last measure on
Πx is
hxpζq
`
e´2|λ1|dista,1pζq ` . . .` e´2|λn|dista,npζq˘dLeb2pζq.
Since the mass of Dnzpr0Dqn is the integral of the above expression on the domain Πx,
this mass is larger than the integral on the sub-domain ΠxzΠr1x (see (3.8) and Definition
3.5), where r1 ą 0 is a constant which depends only on λ1, . . . , λn. Hence, it is bounded
from below by a constant independt of x timesż
ΠxzΠ
r1
x
hxpζqdLeb2pζq
because e´2|λ1|dista,1pζq` . . .` e´2|λn|dista,npζq & 1 on ΠxzΠr1x . So the last integral is bounded
from above by a constant independent of x.
Since hx is a positive harmonic function on Πx and continuous up to the boundary BΠx,
it follows from Proposition 4.1 that one of the following two cases happens.
(1) Case 1: Πx is bounded. In this case we have
hxpζq “
ż
BΠx
Pxpζ, ξqhxpξqdLeb1pξq for ζ P Πx.
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(2) Case 2: Πx is unbounded. Let φx be a biholomorphic map from Πx onto D which
sends 8 to 1 P BD. Then, there is a constant ca ě 0 such that
hxpζq “
ż
BΠx
Pxpζ, ξqhxpξqdLeb1pξq ` cxΓxpζq for ζ P Πx.
Here, Γx is the positive harmonic function on Πx defined in (4.4) by
Γxpζq :“ 1´ |φxpζq|
2
|φxpζq ´ 1|2 for ζ P Πx.
To complete the proof of assertion (1), we only need to check that if Case (2) happens,
then cx “ 0. There are two subcases to consider.
Subcase x P X1 : By Proposition 4.2, Γxpζq & 1 for ζ P BΠr1x . Hence,ż
ΠxzΠ
r1
x
hxpζqdLeb2pζq & cx
ż
ΠxzΠ
r1
x
dLeb2pζq.
Since the first integral is finite and the second one is infinite (as Πx is unbounded and
Π1x ­“ ∅), we infer that cx “ 0. This proves assertion (1).
Since hx is positive harmonic on an open neighborhood of Πx, by Harnack’s inequality
hxpζq{hxpζ ´ ξq is bounded from below by a strictly positive constant independent of x
for |ξ| . 1. We infer that its integral on BΠx is also bounded by a constant. Assertion (2)
follows in this subcase.
Subcase x R X1 : Since Πx is unbounded, it follows from Remark 3.6 that Π1x is a un-
bounded polygon which contains a disc of radius r1. Therefore, we are still able to apply
Proposition 4.2 as in the previous subcase in order to prove assertion (1).
Assertion (2) can be proved in the same way as in the previous subcase.
The proof of the lemma is complete modulo Proposition 4.2. 
Remark 3.8. Lemma 3.7 in dimension n “ 2 has previously been obtained by Fornæss–
Sibony in [19, Proposition 1]. In their analysis, these authors make a full use of the fact
that Πx is independent of x P X modulo a translation. However, this perculiar fact in
dimension 2 does not hold in higher dimensions.
For 0 ă r ă 1, let
(3.9) F prq :“
ż
Bp0,rq
T ^ ddc}x}2.
Consider also the function
(3.10) fprq :“ 1
πr2
F prq.
By (2.3) the Lelong number LpT, 0q of T at 0 is lim suprÑ0 fprq. Let
K :“ tpx, ξq : x P X and ξ P BΠxu.
For each s ą 0, consider the function Ks : KÑ R` given by
(3.11) Kspx, ξq :“
#ş
ζPΠsx
e2s´2distxpζqPxpζ, ξqdLeb2pζq, if Πsx ­“ ∅;
0, if Πsx “ ∅.
Lemma 3.9. For every 0 ă r ă 1,
fprq ď n
ż
xPX
` ż
ξPBΠx
K´ log rpx, ξqhxpξqdLeb1pξq
˘
dνpxq.
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Proof. Applying Lemma 3.7 to (3.9) and using (3.7), we see that for 0 ă r ! 1,
F prq “
ż
xPX
ż
ζPΠx: |ϕxpζqj |ďr, @1ďjďn
hxpζq|ϕ1xpζq|2dLeb2pζqdνpαq.
On the other hand, we infer from (3.2) and (3.4)–(3.5) that for y “ ϕxpζq, |y| ď r implies
distxpζq ě ´ log r. Moreover, using (3.7)) and (3.4)–(3.5) again, we get that
|ϕ1xpζq|2 “ e´2|λ1|distx,1pζq ` . . .` e´2|λn|distx,npζq ď ne´2distxpζq.
Consequently,
F prq ď n
ż
xPX
ż
ζPΠ´ log rx
hxpζqe´2distxpζqdLeb2pζqdνpαq.
Applying Lemma 3.7 to the inner integral of the last line and using (3.10), the lemma
follows. 
Remark 3.10. It is worthy noting that the above proof also shows the following estimate.
For every 0 ă r ă 1,
fˆprq ď n
ż
xPX
` ż
ξPBΠx
K´ log rpx, ξqhxpξqdLeb1pξq
˘
dνpxq,
where fˆprq :“ 1
πr2
pF prq and pF prq :“ ş
prDqn
T ^ ddc}x}2. This estimate is stronger than
Lemma 3.9 because Bp0, rq Ă prDqn.
4. POISSON KERNELS OF CONVEX POLYGONS: MAIN ESTIMATES
Let Γ be the positive harmonic function on D given by
(4.1) Γpζq :“ 1´ |ζ |
2
|ζ ´ 1|2 for ζ P D.
Proposition 4.1. Let Ω be a (not necessarily bounded) convex polygon with the Green
function Gpζ, ξq. Following the model of C 2-smooth bounded domains of Proposition 2.13,
let the Poisson kernel on Ω be the function
(4.2) P pζ, ξq :“ ´NorξGpζ, ξq for ζ P Ω, ξ P BΩ.
There are two cases.
(1) Case Ω is bounded: Then, for every positive function u P C pΩq which is harmonic
on Ω, we have
upζq “
ż
BΩ
P pζ, ξqupξqdLeb1pξq for ζ P Ω.
(2) Case Ω is unbounded: Let φ be a biholomorphic map from Ω onto D which sends
8 to 1 P BD. Then, for every positive function u P C pΩq which is harmonic on Ω,
there is a constant c “ cu ě 0 such that
upζq “
ż
BΩ
P pζ, ξqupξqdLeb1pξq ` cpΓ ˝ φqpζq for ζ P Ω.
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Proof. Let φ be a biholomorphic map from Ω onto D. Since Ω is a convex polygon, φ
extends continuously to Ω and φ|BΩ is one-to-one onto its image in BD. Let GD be the
Green function of the unit-disc D. It follows from the definition of Green function that
(4.3) Gpζ, ξq “ GDpφpζq, φpξqq for pζ, ξq P Ωˆ Ωz∆.
To prove assertion (1), Let u be a function in C pΩq which is harmonic on Ω, and let
ζ P Ω. Observe that φ extends to a diffeomorphism from Ω onto BD. Consider the function
v : DÑ R defined by
vpζˆq :“ upφ´1pζˆqq for ζˆ P D.
By Proposition 2.13 applied to v, we have that
vpφpζqq “
ż
BD
PDpφpζq, ξˆqvpξˆqdLeb1pξˆq “
ż
BD
´NorξˆGDpφpζq, ξˆqvpξˆqdLeb1pξˆq.
Using the change of variable ξˆ :“ φpξq for ξ P BΩ, we see that the RHS of the last line is
equal to ż
BΩ
`´ NorξˆGDpφpζq, ξˆq˘ξˆ“φpξqvpφpξqqdLeb1pφpξqq.
Since φ is conformal on Ω, we see that dLeb1pφpξqq|BD “ dLeb1pξˆq|BΩ|φ1pξq|. Moreover,
using identity (4.3) and Proposition 2.13 we also get that`´ Norξˆ GDpφpζq, ξˆq˘ξˆ“φpξq “ `´ NorξGΩpζ, ξq˘|φ1pξqq´1| “ PΩpζ, ξq|φ1pξqq´1|.
So the last integral is equal to ż
BΩ
PΩpζ, ξqupξqdLeb1pξq.
Consequently, assertion (1) follows.
Now we turn to the proof of assertion (2). Observe that φ maps BΩ bijectively onto
BDzt0u. On the other hand, for every positive function u P C pDzt1uq which is harmonic
on D, there is a constant c “ cu ě 0 such that u is the Poisson integral of the measure
upyqdσDpyq` cδ1, where σD is the Lebesgue measure on BD, and δ1 is the Dirac mass at 1.
So using (4.1) and the explicit formula of PD, we get
upζq “
ż
BΩ
PDpζ, ξqupξqdLeb1pξq ` cΓpζq for ζ P D.
Using this and identity (4.3) and arguing as in the proof of assertion (1), the proof of
assertion (2) is complete. 
We keep the hypothesis and notations in Theorem 1.1.
Proposition 4.2. Let x P X be such that Πx is unbounded. Following Proposition 4.1, let
φx be a biholomorphic map from Πx onto D which sends 8 to 1 P BD. Let Γx be positive
harmonic function on Πx defined by
(4.4) Γx :“ Γ ˝ φx,
where Γ is given in (4.1). Then, there is a constant c0 ą 0 independent of x such that
Γxpζq ě c0 for ζ P Π1x.
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Proof. We rephrase the problem differently but equivalently. So we only need to prove
that there is a constant c ą 0 independent of x P X such that there is a biholomorphic
map φ˜x from the upper-half plane H :“ tζ P C : Imζ ą 0u onto Πx sending 8 to 8 such
that
(4.5) φ˜xpHcq X Π1x “ ∅, where Hc :“ tζ P C : Imζ P p0, cqu.
Indeed, since φˆx :“ φ˜x ˝ φx is a biholomorphic map from H onto D sending 8 to 1 P BD,
we infer from (4.1) that
Γpφˆxpζqq “ Imζ for ζ P H.
Therefore, it follows that
γxpζq “ Imφ˜´1x pζq for ζ P Πx.
which in turn implies (4.5). Next, we will prove that there is constant c ą 0 independent
of x P X 1 such that for θ P C with |θ| ă c,
(4.6) |φ˜xpζq ´ φ˜xpζ ` θq| ď 1 for ζ P BH.
Taking (4.6) for granted, (4.5) follows which implies in turn the proposition.
We turn to the proof of the reduction (4.6). Let w1, . . . , wk be all finite vertices of
the convex polygon Πx in counterclockwise order and set w0 “ wk`1 :“ 8. Let αj :“
∡
`ÝÝÝÝÑwjwj`1,ÝÝÝÝÑwjwj´1˘ P p0, πq, with 1 ď j ď k, be their corresponding interior angles in
counterclockwise order. Write
(4.7) αj :“ π
γj
for 1 ď j ď k.
So γ1, . . . , γk ą 1. By the classical Schwarz-Christoffel formula (see e.g. [15]), we can
write
(4.8) φ˜xpζq “ c1 ` c2
ż ζ kź
j“1
pη ´ zjq
1
γj
´1
dη,
for some complex constants c1 and c2, where z1, . . . , zk P BH and φ˜xpzjq “ wj for 1 ď
j ď k. Replacing zj (resp. η) by czj (resp. by cη), where c ą 0 and c
řk
j“1
1
γj
´k`1 “ |c2| in
formula (4.8), we may assume that |c2| “ 1. Consequently, we infer from (4.8) that for
every ζ P BH and θ P C,
(4.9) |φ˜xpζq ´ φ˜xpζ ` θq| “
ˇˇ ζ`θż
ζ
kź
j“1
pη ´ zjq
1
γj
´1
dη
ˇˇ
.
In order to prove (4.6), we need the following
Lemma 4.3. For 1 ď l ă m ď k, we have
mÿ
j“l
αj “ pm´ l ` 1qπ ´ ∡
`ÝÝÝÝÝÑwm`1wm,ÝÝÝÝÑwl´1wl˘.
Proof. Let w be the intersection of the line passing through wm`1, wm and the line passing
through wl´1, wl. Note that w may be 8 if these lines are parallel. Consider the convex
polygon whose vertices (in counterclockwise order) are w,wj, . . . , wm, w. Since the total
of all its interior angles is πpm´ j ` 1q, the lemma follows. 
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Resuming the proof of (4.6), we consider two cases according to the position of ζ P BH
with respect to the set Z :“ tz1, . . . , zku Ă BH. Observe that z1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă zk since φ˜xpzjq “
wj and the wj are in counterclockwise order. Rewrite (4.9)
(4.10) |φ˜xpζq ´ φ˜xpζ ` θq| “
|θ|ż
t“0
kź
j“1
ˇˇpζ ` θ|θ|tq ´ zj ˇˇ 1γj ´1dt.
Case distpζ, Zq ! 1.
Let 1 ď l ă m ď k be such that distpζ, zjq ! 1 for l ď j ď m and distpζ, zjq ě 1
otherwise. We deduce from (4.10) that
|φ˜xpζq ´ φ˜xpζ ` θq| .
|θ|ż
t“0
mź
j“l
ˇˇpζ ` θ|θ|tq ´ zj ˇˇ 1γj ´1dt.
Moreover, the RHS is dominated by a constant timesż ζ`|θ|
ζ´|θ|
|s´ ζ |
řm
j“lp
1
γj
´1q
ds.
By (4.7) and Lemma 4.3,
mÿ
j“l
p 1
γj
´ 1q “ ´α
π
P p´1, 0q,
where α :“ ∡`ÝÝÝÝÝÑwm`1wm,ÝÝÝÝÑwl´1wl˘. Hence, the last integral is small provided that |θ| is small
enough. This proves (4.6) in this case.
Case distpζ, Zq ě 1. So ˇˇpζ ` θ
|θ|
tq ´ zj
ˇˇ ě 1 ´ c ą 0 for t P r0, |θ|s and |θ| ă c. Therefore,
we deduce from (4.10) that
|φ˜xpζq ´ φ˜xpζ ` θq| ď cp1´ cq
řk
j“1p
1
γj
´1q
.
Choosing 0 ă c ! 1 small enough, (4.6) holds in this last case. 
The following result due to Widder [41] gives the Poisson kernel for strips.
Proposition 4.4. For pa, b, c, dq P R4 with a2 ` b2 ą 0 and c ă d, consider the strip
S “ Sa,b,c,d :“ tζ “ u` iv P C : c ă au` bv ă du ,
which is limited by two parallel lines L1 “ tau ` bv “ cu and L2 “ tau ` bv “ du. Let
R :“ distpL1, L2q be the distance between L1 and L2.
(1) The Poisson kernel of S is given by
PSpx, yq “ π
R
¨ sin
`
πdistpx,xyq
R
˘
cosh
`
πdistpy,xyq
R
˘´ cosh `πdistpx,xyq
R
˘ for x P S, y P BS.
Here, if y P Lj then xy is the orthogonal projection of x onto Lj .
(2) For x P S and y P BS with distpx, yq ď R, we have
PSpx, yq ď π
R
¨ distpx, BSq
distpx, yq .
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(3) For x P S and y P BS with distpx, yq ě R, we have
PSpx, yq ď π
2distpx, BSq
R2e
πdistpx,yq
R
ď 2distpx, BSq
distpx, yq2 .
Proof. Using a rotation and a translation, we may suppose that the strip S is given by
SR :“ tζ “ u` iv P C : 0 ă v ă Ru . The change of variable ζ ÞÑ πζR maps SR biholo-
morphically onto Sπ. Using this and the explicit formula of the Poisson kernel of Sπ
established in [41, formula (1)], we get that
PSRpx, yq “
π
R
¨ sin
`
πImx
R
˘
cosh
`
πImpx´yq
R
˘´ cosh `πRex
R
˘ for x P SR, y P BSR.
Assertion (1) follows from this formula.
Using Taylor expansion of the functions sin t and cosh t with t P R, assertions (2) and
(3) follow from assertion (1). 
The following results presents the basic technique to compare Green functions and
Poisson kernels (see e.g. Krantz [25] for the princple in the case of smooth bounded
domains in RN).
Proposition 4.5. Let Ω1 and Ω2 be (not necessarily bounded) convex polygons in C. Suppose
that Ω1 Ă Ω2 and there is a point ξ P BΩ1 X BΩ2 which is not a vertex of Ω1 and Ω2. Then,
for every ζ P Ω1,
PΩ1pζ, ξq ď PΩ2pζ, ξq.
Proof. We know that GΩ1pζ, ¨q equals 0 on BΩ1, whereas GΩ2pζ, ¨q ě 0 on BΩ1. Since the
function GΩ1p¨, ξq ´ GΩ2p¨, ξq is harmonic on Ω1, it follows that GΩ2p¨, ξq ´ GΩ1p¨, ξq ě 0
on Ω1. By the Hopf lemma,
´Norξ GΩ2p¨, ξq ´
´
´ NorξGΩ1p¨, ξq
¯
ě 0.
This, combined with (4.2), completes the proof. 
The next result describes the complete behavior of the Poisson kernel of a phase space
in dimension n “ 2.
Proposition 4.6. Suppose that n “ 2. So Πx is a sector in C with aperture angle π{γ for
some γ ą 1. Then there is a constant c ą 1 which depends only on λ1 and λ2 such that for
every x P X, ζ P Πx and ξ P BΠx,
c´1 ď Pxpζ, ξq : distxpζq|ζ ´ ξ|2 ¨
´min `dist‹xpζq, dist‹xpξq˘
max
`
dist‹xpζq, dist‹xpξq
˘¯γ´1 ď c.
Proof. We use the proof and the notation of Lemma 3.3 in [30]. By using a translation
and a rotation inC if necessary, we may assume without loss of generality that λ1 “ 1 and
λ2 “ a`ibwith a, b P R and b ą 0. So the aperture angle ofΠx is α :“ π{γ “ arctan p´b{aq
and Πx is given by
Πx :“ tζ P C : arg ζ P p0, π{γqu .
Write ζ :“ u ` iv with u, v P C. So Πx “ tζ P C : v ą 0 and bu ` av ą 0u and
BHx,1 “ tv “ 0u, BHx,2 “ tbu` av ` 0u. The map
(4.11) τ : ζ “ u` iv ÞÑ ζγ “ pu` ivqγ “: U ` iV
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maps the sector Πx to the upper half plane H :“ tU ` iV P C : V ą 0u with coordinates
pU, V q. Let y :“ τpξq. So y lies on the real line BH “ tU ` iV P C : V “ 0u. Note that
(4.12) distxpζq « mintv, bu` avu and dist‹xpζq « maxtv, bu` avu.
We deduce from (4.11) and y :“ τpξq that
PHpU ` iV, yqdy “ Pxpζ, ξqdLeb1pξq
and dy “ |ξ|γ´1dξ. So it follows that
(4.13) Pxpζ, ξq “ V
V 2 ` py ´ Uq2 |ξ|
γ´1.
Let c1, c2, c3 ą 1 be constants large enough with c3 ą c2 given by Lemma 3.3 in [30]. By
assertion (1) of that lemma and by (4.12), we get that
(4.14)
1
c1
ď pdist
‹
xpζqqγ?
V 2 ` U2 ď c1 and
1
c1
ď pdist
‹
xpζqqγ´1distxpζq
V
ď c1.
Note that
(4.15) p1` |y|q1{γ « |ξ| and dist‹xpξq « |ξ|.
According to Lemma 3.3 in [30], we consider four cases.
Case dist‹xpζq ě c2|ξ| : In this case dist‹xpζq « |ζ | and |ζ ´ ξ| « dist‹xpζq. This, combined
with assertion (2) of Lemma 3.3 in [30] and (4.13) and (4.12), (4.15), implies that
Pxpζ, ξq « distxpζqpdist‹xpζqqγ`1
|ξ|γ´1 « distxpζq|ζ ´ ξ|2 ¨
´ |ξ|
dist‹xpζq
¯γ´1
.
So the conclusion of the lemma is true in this case.
Case dist‹xpζq ď c´12 |ξ| : In this case |ζ´ ξ| « |ξ| « dist‹xpξq. This, combined with assertion
(3) of Lemma 3.3 in [30] and (4.13) and (4.12), (4.15), implies that
Pxpζ, ξq « distxpζqpdist
‹
xpζqqγ´1|ξ|γ´1
|ξ|2 «
distxpζq
|ζ ´ ξ|2 ¨
´dist‹xpζq
|ξ|
¯γ´1
.
So the conclusion of the lemma is also true in this second case.
Case c´12 |ξ| ď distxpζq, dist‹xpζq ď c2|ξ| : In this case distxpζq « dist‹xpξq « |ξ| and |ζ ´ ξ| «
|ξ|. This, combined with assertion (4) of Lemma 3.3 in [30] and (4.13) and (4.12),
(4.15), implies that
Pxpζ, ξq « |ξ|
γ´1
|ξ|γ «
distxpζq
|ζ ´ ξ|2 .
So the conclusion of the lemma is also true in this third case.
Case distxpζq ď c´13 |ξ| and c´12 |ξ| ď dist‹xpζq ď c2|ξ| : Following the proof of assertion (5)
in Lemma 3.3 in [30], we may suppose without loss of generality that v ď bu ` av. For
every 1 ď v ď c´13 p1` |y|q1{γ, there exist a solution uˆ :“ uˆpy, vq of the following equationpU “ y, where pU ` ipV “ puˆ` ivqγ “ τpζq
which satisfies
c´12 p1` |y|q1{γ ď uˆpy, vq, ρpy, vq ď c2p1` |y|q1{γ,
where ρpy, vq :“ buˆpy, vq ` av. Let ρ “ ρpy, vq.
There are two subcases.
Subcase: y ě 0.
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As y “ τpξq, we see that ξ lies on the ray tv “ 0, u ą 0u and |puˆpy, vq ` ivq ´ ξ| ď c2|v|
when c3 is large enough. So |ξ| « |y|1{γ « dist‹xpζq and distxpζq « v. Moreover,
v ` |pbu ` avq ´ ρ| « v ` |u´ uˆpy, vq| « |ζ ´ ξ|.
This, combined with assertion (5) of Lemma 3.3 in [30] and (4.13) and (4.12), (4.15),
implies that
Pxpζ, ξq « v
v2 ` |pbu` avq ´ ρ|2 «
distxpζq
|ζ ´ ξ|2 .
So the conclusion of the lemma is also true in this first subcase of the fourth case.
Subcase: y ď 0.
As y “ τpξq,we see that ξ lies on the ray tbu`av “ 0uXBΠx and |puˆpy, vq`ivq´ξ| ď c2|v|
when c3 is large enough. So |ξ| « |y|1{γ « dist‹xpζq and distxpζq « v. Moreover,
v ` |pbu` avq ´ ρ| « v ` |bu ` av| « |ξ| « |ζ ´ ξ|.
This, combined with assertion (5) of Lemma 3.3 in [30] and (4.13) and (4.12), (4.15),
implies that
Pxpζ, ξq « v
v2 ` |pbu` avq ´ ρ|2 «
distxpζq
|ζ ´ ξ|2 .
So the conclusion of the lemma is also true in this last subcase of the fourth case. 
Proposition 4.7. Suppose that n ě 2. Then there is a constant c ą 1 which depends only on
λ1, . . . , λn with the following property. For every x P X and for ζ P Π1x and ξ P BΠx X BHx,l,
and for every 1 ď k ď n such that λl{λk R R, we have
Pxpζ, ξq ď c
min
`
distx,lpζq, distx,kpζq
˘
|ζ ´ ξ|2 ¨
´min `max `distx,lpζq, distx,kpζq˘, distx,kpξq˘
max
`
max
`
distx,lpζq, distx,kpζq
˘
, distx,kpξq
˘¯γ´1.
Proof. Consider the sector Ω2 :“ Hx,kXHx,l. Applying Proposition 4.5 to Ω1 :“ Πx and Ω2
yields that
Pxpζ, ξq ď PΩ2pζ, ξq.
Applying Proposition 4.6 to the RHS and using (3.4), the result follows. 
5. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM
Suppose without loss of generality that xF “ pDn, xL , t0uq is a singular holomorphic
foliation associated to a linear vector field which is defined on an open neighborhood of
D
n
. Suppose also that F is the restriction of xF on a possiblly smaller open neighborhood
of D
n
. Prior to the proof of the Main Theorem, some auxiliary estimates are needed.
Lemma 5.1. There are constants γ, c ą 1 independent of x P X and ζ P Πx and ξ P BΠx
such that
Pxpζ, ξq ď cmin
`
1,
`dist‹xpξq
distxpζq
˘γ´1˘
distxpζq 1|ζ ´ ξ|2 .
Proof. Let 1 ď l, k ď n be determined by ξ P BHx,l and distxpζq “ distx,kpζq. There are
three cases to consider.
Case λl{λk R R : Applying Proposition 4.7 yields that
Pxpζ, ξq ď cdistx,kpζq|ζ ´ ξ|2 ¨
´min `max `distx,lpζq, distx,kpζq˘, distx,kpξq˘
max
`
max
`
distx,lpζq, distx,kpζq
˘
, distx,kpξq
˘¯γ´1.
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The expression in big parenthesis in the RHS is smaller than or equal to
distx,kpξq
distx,kpζq
, which
is, in turn, bounded from above by dist
‹
xpξq
distxpζq
. Hence, the desired inequality follows.
Case l “ k :
Since the singularity t0u is weakly hyperbolic, there is 1 ď j ď n such that λl{λj R R.
We argue as in Case 1 for j and l.
Case l ­“ k and λl{λk P R :
Let S be the strip limited by two lines BΠx,l and BΠx,k. By Proposition 4.5 applied to
Ω1 :“ Πx and Ω2 :“ S,
Pxpζ, ξq ď PSpζ, ξq.
Note that
dist‹xpξq
distxpζq
ě 1. The desired conclusion follows from Proposition 4.4 (2) and (3).

The following result gives a precise behavior of Kspx, ξq (see (3.11)) when the leaves
get close to the hyperplanes tzj “ 0u.
Lemma 5.2. There is a constant c, γ ą 1 such that for all x P X, s ą 1 and ξ P BΠx,
Kspx, ξq ď cmin
`
1, pdist˚xpξq{sqγ´1
˘
.
Proof. By Harnack’s inequality, there is a constant c ą 0 such that
Pxpζ, ξq ď cPxpζ 1, ξq for ζ, ζ 1 P Π1x, |ζ ´ ζ 1| ď 1.
On the other hand, for every ζ P Πsx there is exactly one j P N such that ζ P Πs`jx zΠs`j`1x ,
and for ζ P BΠs`jx , we have distxpζq “ s ` j. Consequently, we infer from (3.11) that
Kspx, ξq .
8ÿ
j“0
ż
ζPBΠs`jx
e´2jPxpζ, ξqdLeb1pζq.
Applying Lemma 5.1, we deduce from the above estimate that for x P X,
Kspx, ξq ď cmin
`
1,
`
dist‹xpξq{s
˘γ´1˘ ¨ 8ÿ
j“0
ż
ζPBΠs`jx
e´2jps` jq
|ζ ´ ξ|2 dLeb1pζq.
To conclude the proof of the lemma, we only need to show that the last sum is uniformly
bounded independently of x P X. To this end we will show that there is a constant c ą 0
independent of x P X and ξ P BΠx such that
(5.1)
ż
ζPBΠtx
1
|ζ ´ ξ|2dLeb1pζq ď ct
´1.
Indeed, taking for granted this inequality, we apply it to t “ s ` j for j P N and sum up
the results. This will imply that the above sum is uniformly bounded. To prove (5.1),
we observe that the edges of BΠtx are parallel to those of Πx, and Πtx possesses at most n
edges. Moreover, |ζ ´ ξ| ě t for ζ P BΠtx. So the LHS of (5.1) is bounded by
n ¨ sup
ℓ
ż
ζPℓ: |ζ´ξ|ět
1
|ζ ´ ξ|2dLeb1pζq,
the supremum being taken aver all real lines ℓ Ă C. A straightforward computation
shows that the above supremum is bouded by Opt´1q. Hence, (5.1) follows, and the
proof is complete. 
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End of the proof of Theorem 1.1. By Lemma 5.2, the family of functions pKsqsą0 : K Ñ
R`, is uniformly bounded. Moreover, limsÑ8Kspx, ξq “ 0 for px, ξq P K.
On the other hand, consider the measure χ on K, given byż
K
αdχ “
ż
xPX
` ż
ξPBΠx
αpx, ξqhxpξqdLeb1pξq
˘
dνpxq
for every continuous bounded test function α on K. By Lemma 3.7 (2), χ is a finite pos-
itive measure. Consequently, we get, by dominated convergence, that limsÑ8
ş
K
Ksdχ “
0. This, combined with Lemma 3.9, implies that
0 ď lim
rÑ0`
fprq ď c ¨ lim
sÑ8
ż
K
Ksdχ “ 0,
which, coupled with (3.9)-(3.10) and (2.3), gives that LpT, 0q “ 0, as desired. 
Proof of Corollary 1.2. Using Remark 3.10 and arguing as in the proof of Theorem 1.1 we
see that Fˆ prq ă 8 for 0 ă r ă 1. Hence, the mass of T on prDqn is finite for all r P r0, 1s.
This proves assertion (1).
To prove assertion (2) pick a point x P Z.
If x “ 0, then the proof of Theorem 1.1 also work in this context and we get that
νpT, 0q “ 0.
If x ­“ 0, then there is a flow box Ux which contains x and which is away from t0u. We
argue as in Case 1 in the proof of Theorem 1.3 in order to conclude that νpT, xq “ 0. 
6. PROOF OF THE GLOBAL RESULT AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
In the following proposition we are concerned with directed positive harmonic current
T of the form
(6.1) T “ hrLas
where a is a point in XzE and h is a positive harmonic function on the leaf La. Let f be
the lifting of the harmonic function to the unit disc D, that is,
(6.2) f “ h ˝ ϕ on D,
where ϕ : DÑ L is a universal covering map.
Proposition 6.1. (Fornæss–Sibony [17, 19]) Let F “ pX,F , Eq be a singular holomor-
phic foliation with the set of singularities E in a compact complex manifold X. Assume
that
(1) E is a finite set;
(2) there is no invariant analytic curve;
(3) there is no non-constant holomorphic map C Ñ X such that out of E the image of
C is locally contained in a leaf.
Let T be a positive harmonic current directed by F which has the form (6.1). Then:
(i) For every neighborhood U of E, there is a constant cU ą 0 such that hpxq ď cU for
x P LazU ;
(ii) The function f given in (6.2) has nontangential limits 0 Lebesgue-almost everywhere
on BD.
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Remark 6.2. The condition (3) in Theorem 1.3 is equivalent to the Brody hyperbolicty of
F in the sense of [11], that is, there is a constant c ą 0 such that for every holomorphic
map ϕ from D to a leaf,
(6.3) |ϕ1pζq| ă c
1´ |ζ | for ζ P D.
It is my mistake to omit this condition in my previous work [30, Theorems 1.1 and 1.3].
Proof. If there is a flow box U, away from the singularities, such that L crosses U on
infinitely many plaques on which h is bounded below by a strictly positive constant, then
we get a contradiction because the mass of T should be finite. In any such flow box
the leaf must intersect in infinitely many plaques Pj. Therefore, the harmonic functions
hj :“ h|Pj must go uniformly to zero as j Ñ8. Hence, assertion (i) follows.
To prove assertion (ii), consider the set S consisting of all ζ P BD of such that f has
nontangential limits fpζq at ζ. Since h ą 0 on La, it follows that the harmonic function f
is positive on D. Hence S is full Lebesgue measure. Consider
S0 :“ tζ P S : fpζq ą 0u .
Suppose in order to reach a contradiction that Leb1pS0q ą 0. We consider the curve
ϕpreiθ0q. By the above argument, it follows that this curve can only intersect finitely
many plaques in any flow box away from the singular points. But if some plaque is
visited infinitely many times as r Ñ 1, we see that h must be constant on this plaque,
hence constant on the leaf, a contradiction. It follows that the curve converges to a
singular point. Since E is a finite set, there are a set S1 Ă S0 with Leb1pS1q ą 0 and a
point a0 P E such that ϕpreiθq Ñ a0 as r Õ 1 for all θ P S1.
By assumption (3), F is Brody hyperbolic. So by (6.3), there is a constant c ą 0 such
that
(6.4) |ϕ1pζq| ă c
1´ |ζ | for ζ P D.
Since X is compact, we infer from a theorem of Lehto–Virtanen [26] that ϕ is bounded
in any angle with vertex ζ for every ζ P S1. Using the argument in Privalov [8], we can
construct a subset S2 Ă S1 with Leb1pS2q ą 0 and a Jordan subdomain G Ă D with
rectifiable boundary such that S2 Ă BG, and that G contains an angle with vertex at ζ for
all ζ P S2, and that ϕpGq is contained in a local chart around a0. By Lindelo¨f’s theorem,
ϕ has nontangential limits a0 on S2. By Privalov’s theorem applied to ϕ|G, we see that
ϕ ” a0. Hence, ϕ ” a0 on D, which contradicts ϕpDq “ La. So Leb1pS1q “ 0, and hence
Leb1pS0q “ 0. This proves assertion (ii).

Theorem 6.3. (Fornæss–Sibony [19, Corollary 2]) Let F “ pX,L , Eq be a singular
holomorphic foliation as in Proposition 6.1. Assume in addition that dimX “ 2. Then every
positive harmonic current directed by F is diffuse.
Proof. Assume in order to get a contradiction that there is a positive harmonic current T
directed by F which is not diffuse. So T has an atomic part, i.e. a Dirac mass at a point
a P XzE. The restriction T to the leaf La is a non-zero positive harmonic current. We
can normalize so that the transverse measure is one. Then we have a positive harmonic
function h defined on La.
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By Proposition 6.1 (ii) (see e.g. [36, Corollaries 6.15 and 6.44]), there is positive Borel
measure ν on BD with support S such that Leb1pSq “ 0 and
fpζq “
ż
BD
PDpζ, ξqdνpξq,
where PD is the Poisson kernel of D. The function f should be unbounded, since other-
wise ν would have a bounded density with respect to dLeb1, which would contradict that
supppνq “ S and Leb1pSq “ 0.
On the other hand, let a0 P E be a singular point. Fix a local holomorphic coordinates
on an open neighborhood U of a0 on which F is identified with a local model pDn,L , 0q
of the form (3.1). Let X be given by Lemma 3.2. By Proposition 2.5 (2), for every x P X,
there is a constant cx ą 0 such that h “ cxhx on Lx. Consequently, by Remark 3.8, we
have
hpζq “
ż
BΠx
Pxpζ, ξqhpξqdLeb1pξq.
On the other hand, by Proposition 6.1 (i) and by the inclusion X Ă BDn, h is uniformly
bounded on BΠx independently of x P X. So by the above integral representation, h is
also uniformly bounded on Πx. Hence, h must be uniformly bounded on a neighborhood
of each singular point a0 P E. This, combined with Proposition 6.1 (i), implies that h
must be uniformly bounded on La. This contradicts the unboundedness of f.
Hence, T is diffuse.

End of the proof of Theorem 1.3. To prove that T is diffuse, we argue as in the proof of
Theorem 6.3 using Lemma 3.7 instead of Remark 3.8.
Now we prove that LpT, xq “ 0 for all x P X. Let x P X. Consider two cases.
Case 1: x R E.
Let U » BˆT be a regular flow box with transversal Twhich contains x. By Proposition
2.5 (1), we can write in U
T “
ż
hαrBtsdνptq,
where ν is a positive Radon measure ν on T, and for ν-almost every t P T, hα is a positive
harmonic function on the plaque Bt » Bˆ ttu. By Harnack inequality, there is a constant
c ą 0 independent of α such that
c´1htpzq ď htpwq ď chtpzq, z, w P Bt.
Using this and the above local description of T on U and formula (2.3), we infer easily
that LpT, xq ď cνptxuq. On the other hand, by Theorem 1.3, νptxuq “ 0. Consequently,
LpT, xq “ 0.
Case 2: x P E.
Fix a (local) holomorphic coordinates system of X on a singular flow box Ux of x such
that pUx, xq is identified with pDn, 0q and the leaves of F on this box are integral curves
of the linear vector field Φ given by (3.1). Consider
J :“ tj : 1 ď j ď n and T gives mass to the invariant hyperplane tzj “ 0uu .
If J “ ∅, then we are able to apply Theorem 1.1 which gives LpT, xq “ 0 as desired.
Consider the case J ­“ ∅. Let Tj be the restriction of T on the invariant hyperplane
tzj “ 0u. This is a directed positive harmonic current. Consider T 1 :“ T ´
ř
jPJ Tj . T
1
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is also a directed positive harmonic current. By the previous paragraph, νpT 1, 0q “ 0.
Therefore, in order to prove that LpT, xq “ 0, we only need to show that LpTj , 0q “ 0
for j P J. Observe that the restriction of F on tzj “ 0u admits 0 P Cn´1 as a hyperbolic
singularity. We can argue as above by going down in one dimension. We repeat this
procedure. It should stop after a finite steps. Otherwise, we would go to a plane H of
dimension n “ 2. Then, the two invariant hyperplanes of F |H are two leaves of F , each
one of these leaves is of the form
tz “ pz1, . . . , znq P Dn : zl “ 0 for all l ­“ ju for some 1 ď j ď n.
T |H cannot give mass to none of them by Theorem 1.3. Consequently, we are able to
apply Theorem 1.1 to get that LpT |H , 0q “ 0. 
Proof of Corollary 1.4. By Brunella [4], if all the singularities of a foliation F P FdpPkq
are hyperbolic and F does not possess any invariant algebraic curve, then F admits no
nontrivial directed positive closed current. In particular, assumption (3) of Theorem 1.3
and hence all two other conditions of this theorem are fulfilled This theorem implies the
corollary.
Let FdpPnq be the space of all singular holomorphic folitions of degree d in Pn. By
Jouanolou [24] and Lins Neto-Soares [28], there is a real Zariski dense open set Hpdq Ă
FdpPkq such that for every F P Hpdq, all the singularities of F are hyperbolic and F
does not possess any invariant algebraic curve. So a generic foliation in FdpPnq satisfies
the assumptions of Corollary 1.4. 
We conclude the article with a remark and an open question.
Remark 6.4. When the singularities are linearizable but not weakly hyperbolic, the study
of Lelong numbers seems difficult. Chen’s recent article [7] gives a partial result in this
direction. It seems to be interesting to find sufficient conditions on the nature of the
singularity t0u to ensure that the Lelong number of T at the origin is zero.
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